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Skew Constacyclic and LCD Codes over Fq + vFq
Ranya D.Boulanouar ∗ and Aicha Batoul ∗
Abstract
The aim of this paper is to give conditions for the equivalency between
skew constacyclic codes, skew cyclic codes and skew negacyclic codes de-
fined over semi-local rings. Also, we provide construction and an enumer-
ation of Euclidean and Hermitian skew LCD cyclic codes over Fpt + vFpt .
Several optimal LCD codes are obtained from Gray images of LCD skew
codes over semi-local rings.
Keywords Skew polynomial rings, Skew cyclic codes, Gray image, LCD codes
optimal codes.
1 Introduction
Skew cyclic codes were introduced by D. Boucher, et al. [7]. These codes are
constructed using non-commutative polynomial rings which are a generalization
of the usual ring of polynomials. In [7, 5] Structure of skew cyclic codes over a
non commutative ring were given after that in [4, 6, 8] many skew self dual codes
with Hamming distances larger than the best known self dual linear codes with
the same parameters were given.Later Abualrub et al. [1] defined skew quasi-
cyclic codes these classes were introduced as an extension of the class of skew
cyclic codes, skew codes over the rings are studied in [11, 12]. This motivates
us to study LCD skew constacyclic codes over the ring Fpt + vFpt where v
2 = v.
Codes over Fp + vFp , p a prime integer, were first introduced by Bachoc in
[2]. Later a lot of works has been done in this direction (see [3, 17, 13]). Recently,
Gursoy et al. [11] defined skew cyclic codes over Fpt + vFpt and proved that the
Gray image of a skew cyclic codes of length n over Fpt+vFpt are a skew 2-quasi-
cyclic codes of length 2n over Fpt after that Gao et al. [12] gave a generalization
of skew cyclic codes over the ring Fpt + vFpt [11]. This class of codes is called
constacyclic codes, they also open problems of construction of self-dual cyclic
codes over finite fields.
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On the other hand, complementary-dual codes form an important class of
linear codes and was defined in [15]. Massey proved the existence of asymp-
totically good LCD codes and provided an optimum linear coding solution for
the two-user binary adder channel. A linear code C satisfying C ⊕ C⊥ = Fnq is
an LCD code since then several authors have studied these codes. LCD codes
over rings were also characterized (see [16, 14]).In [9], the authors gave some
necessary and sufficient conditions for certain classes of skew constacyclic codes
to be LCD codes over finite fields. The study of LCD skew constacyclic codes
over semi local rings have not been considered by any coding scientist until now,
so for these reasons we were motivated to give our results.
This article is organized as follows.
In Section 2, some preliminaries are given about skew cyclic codes over semi-
local rings and skew polynomial rings. In Section 3, we give conditions on the
existence of an equivalence between skew λ-constacyclic codes and skew cyclic
codes and skew negacyclic codes . In Section 4, the construction of Euclidean
and Hermitian LCD skew constacyclic codes are given over Fq + vFq for λ ∈
{1,−1, 1 − 2v}. In Section 5, the number of Euclidean and Hermitian LCD
skew constacyclic codes are also given over Fq + vFq for λ ∈ {1,−1, 1 − 2v} .
In Section 6, LCD codes over finite field with good parameters are obtained as
Gray images of LCD codes over the ring Fq + vFq, the results are presented in
table 3.
2 Preliminaries
Let p a prime number and t an integer, consider the ring Fpt + vFpt where
v2 = v,then
Fpt + vFpt = {a+ vb|a, b ∈ Fq}.
It is a finite commutative ring. This ring is semi local ring with two maximal
ideals. The maximal ideals are
〈v〉 = {av|a ∈ Fpt}
〈1 − v〉 = {b(1− v)|b ∈ Fpt}.
A code C of length an integer n over Fpt + vFpt is a non-empty subset of
(Fpt+vFpt)
n and a code C is linear over Fpt+vFpt if it is an Fpt+vFpt-submodule
of (Fpt + vFpt)
n. For x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) and y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn) two elements
of (Fpt + vFpt)
n, dH(x, y) = ♯{i | xi 6= yi} is called the Hamming distance
between x and y, the minimum Hamming distance between distinct pairs of
codewords of a code C is called the minimum distance of C and denoted by
dH(C).
The Lee distance between x and y is defined by dL(x, y) = wtL(x − y) =
n∑
i=1
wtL(xi−yi) where wtL is the Lee weight, the minimum Lee distance between
distinct pairs of codewords of a code C is called the minimum distance of C and
denoted by dL(C).
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Let x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) and y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn) be two elements of (Fpt +
vFpt)
n.
The Euclidean inner product is given as 〈x, y〉E =
∑n
i=1 xiyi. The dual code
C⊥ of C with respect to the Euclidean inner product is defined as
C⊥ = {x ∈ (Fpt + vFpt)
n | 〈x, y〉E = 0 for all y ∈ C}.
Assume that q = r2, the Hermitian inner product is given as 〈x, y〉H =∑n
i=1 xiyi. The dual code C
⊥ of C with respect to the Hermitian inner product
is defined as
C⊥ = {x ∈ (Fpt + vFpt)
n | 〈x, y〉H = 0 for all y ∈ C}.
Let C be a linear code over Fpt + vFpt . Then C can be written as the direct
sum of the codes vC1 and (1 − v)C2, (i.e. C = vC1 ⊕ (1 − v)C2) and the dual
of C is C⊥ = vC⊥1 ⊕ (1− v)C
⊥
2 where
C1 = {x ∈ F
n
pt | vx+ (1 − v)y ∈ C, for some y ∈ F
n
pt}.
C2 = {y ∈ F
n
pt | vx+ (1− v)y ∈ C, for some x ∈ F
n
pt}.
Let G1 and G2 be the generator matrices of C1 and C2, respectively. Then[
vG1
(1− v)G2
]
is the generator matrix of the code C.
Proposition 1. [3, Proposition 1] Let C = vC1 ⊕ (1 − v)C2 and C
′
= vC
′
1 ⊕
(1 − v)C
′
2 be linear codes of length n over Fpt + vFpt . Then C is equivalent to
C
′
if and only if C1 and C2 are equivalent respectively to C
′
1 and C
′
2.
We define a ring automorphism θr on the ring Fpt+vFpt by θr(a+vb) = a
pr+
vbp
r
for all a ,b in Fpt . We also define the skew polynomial ring Fpt + vFpt [x; θr]
as
Fpt + vFpt [x; θr] = {a0 + a1x+ . . .+ an−1x
n−1 | ai ∈ Fpt + vFpt and n ∈ N}.
Formal polynomials form a ring under usual addition of polynomials and where
multiplication is defined using the rule (axi)(bxj) = aθir(b)x
i+j . The ring Fpt +
vFpt [x; θr] is non-commutative.
According to [12], a linear code C of length n over Fpt + vFpt is said to be
skew α−Constacyclic if it satisfies
∀c ∈ C, c = (c0, c1, . . . , cn−1) ∈ C ⇒ (αθr(cn−1), θr(c0), . . . , θr(cn−2)) ∈ C.
Proposition 2. [12, Theorem 5] Let C = vC1 ⊕ (1 − v)C2 be a linear code of
length n over Fpt+vFpt . Then C is a skew α+vβ-constacyclic code with respect
to θr over Fpt + vFpt if and only if C1 and C2 are skew α+ β-constacyclic code
and skew α-constacyclic code over Fq respectively, where α, β ∈ F
∗
pr .
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From Proposition 2 we obtain theses results:
Let C = vC1 ⊕ (1 − v)C2 be a skew λ-constacyclic code of length n over
Fpt + vFpt , where λ = α+ vβ.
1. If λ = 1, then C = 〈vg1(x)+(1−v)g2(x)〉 and |C| = (p
t)2n−deg(g1(x))−deg(g2(x))
and C⊥ = 〈vh♯1(x)+ (1− v)h
♯
2(x)〉 , where g1(x) and g2(x) are the genera-
tor polynomials of C1 and C2, h1(x) and h2(x) are polynomials such that
xn− 1 = h1(x)g1(x) and x
n− 1 = h2(x)g2(x), respectively and C1 and C2
are skew cyclic codes over Fq .
2. If λ = −1, then C = 〈vg1(x)+(1−v)g2(x)〉 and |C| = (p
t)2n−deg(g1(x))−deg(g2(x))
and C⊥ = 〈vh♯1(x)+ (1− v)h
♯
2(x)〉 , where g1(x) and g2(x) are the genera-
tor polynomials of C1 and C2, h1(x) and h2(x) are polynomials such that
xn+1 = h1(x)g1(x) and x
n+1 = h2(x)g2(x), respectively and C1 and C2
are skew negacyclic codes over Fq.
3. If λ = 1−2v, then C = 〈vg1(x)+(1−v)g2(x)〉 and |C| = (p
t)2n−deg(g1(x))−deg(g2(x))
and C⊥ = 〈vh♯1(x)+ (1− v)h
♯
2(x)〉 , where g1(x) and g2(x) are the genera-
tor polynomials of C1 and C2, h1(x) and h2(x) are polynomials such that
xn+1 = h1(x)g1(x) and x
n− 1 = h2(x)g2(x), respectively and C1 and C2
is skew negacyclic code and skew cyclic code over Fq respectively.
For more information you can see [12] and [11] .
3 The equivalency between skew λ-constacyclic
codes, skew cyclic and skew negacyclic codes
over Fpt + vFpt
We assume that n is a multiple of the order t/r. For an element i in N∗, we put
[i] = p
ri
−1
pr−1 . In the following, we give conditions for the equivalency between
skew λ-constacyclic codes. But before that we summarize some results from [9]
in the following Lemma.
Lemma 1. If F∗q contains an element δ where λ = δ
[n] then the skew λ-
constacyclic codes of length n over Fq are equivalent to the skew cyclic codes
of length n over Fq and equivalent to the skew negacyclic codes of length n over
Fq when n an odd integer .
Theorem 1. If F∗q contains an element δ where α = δ
[n] and γ where α+ β =
γ[n] then the skew α + vβ-constacyclic codes of length n over Fpt + vFpt are
equivalent to the skew cyclic codes of length n over Fpt + vFpt and equivalent to
the skew negacyclic codes of length n over Fpt + vFpt when n an odd integer.
Proof. From Lemma 1 and Proposition 2.
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Example 1. For F24 = F2(w) where w
4 = w + 1 , θ is the automorphism of
F24 given by a 7→ a
22 and Fθ24 = F4 = {0, 1, w
5, w10}.
take α = w5 and β = w10 ,then we give some of the skew α+vβ-constacyclic
codes are equivalent to the skew cyclic codes:
x4 − 1 = (x2 + wx+ w9)(x2 + wx + w6)
= (x3 + w12x2 + x+ w12)(x+ w3)
All of the [4]-th roots of w5 are {w2, w5, w8, w11, w14}.
All of the [4]-th roots of w10 + w5 are {1, w3, w6, w9, w12}.
The tables 1 and 2 give examples of skew w5 + vw10-constacyclic codes (1−
v)g1(x) + vg2(x) who are equivalent to the skew cyclic code (1 − v)(x
2 + wx +
w6) + v(x + w3) .
The table 2 below gives examples of skew w5-constacyclic codes of length 4
over F16 who are equivalent to the skew cyclic code C = 〈x
2+wx+w6〉of length
4 over F16
δ g1(x)
w2 x2 + w9x+ w
w5 x2 + w6x+ w
w8 x2 + w3x+ w
w11 x2 + x+ w
w14 x2 + w12x+ w
Table 1: Some skew w5-constacyclic codes of length 4 over F16
The table 2 below gives examples of skew w10 + w5-constacyclic codes of
length 4 over F16 who are equivalent to the skew cyclic code C = 〈x + w
3〉of
length 4 over F16 .
γ g2(x)
1 x+ w3
w3 x+ w6
w6 x+ w9
w9 x+ w12
w12 x+ 1
Table 2: Some skew w10 + w5-constacyclic code of length 4 over F16
Corollary 1. The skew 1− 2v-constacyclic codes of length n over Fq are equiv-
alent to the skew negacyclic codes and the skew cyclic codes of length n over Fq,
where n an odd integer .
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4 Construction of skew LCD codes over Fpt+vFpt
A linear code C over Fpt + vFpt satisfying C ∩C
⊥ = {0} is an LCD code, in the
following we give the construction of skew LCD codes over Fpt + vFpt , before
that we recall result from [9].
Lemma 2. [9, Theorem 6] Assume that λ2 = 1 and n is a multiple of the order
t/r. Consider a skew λ-constacyclic code C with skew generator polynomial g
and consider h such that hg = gh = xn − λ.
1. C is an Euclidean LCD if and only if gcrd(g, h♮) = 1.
2. If q is an even power of a prime number, q = p2, C is an Hermitian LCD
code if and only if gcrd(g, h♮) = 1.
In the following, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for a linear code
to be a LCD code over Fpt + vFpt .
Lemma 3. Let C = vC1⊕ (1− v)C2 is a LCD code over Fpt + vFpt if and only
if C1 and C2 are LCD codes of length n over Fpt .
Proof. the dual of C = vC1 ⊕ (1− v)C2 is C
⊥ = vC⊥1 ⊕ (1− v)C
⊥
2
Hull(C) = v(C1 ∩ C
⊥
1 )⊕ (1− v)(C2 ∩ C
⊥
2 )
Then we have,
Hull(C) = 0 if and only if C1 ∩ C
⊥
1 = 0 and C2 ∩ C
⊥
2 = 0.
In the next, the construction of skew LCD codes over Fpt + vFpt are given.
Theorem 2. A skew λ-constacyclic code C = 〈vg1(x) + (1 − v)g2(x)〉, is an
Euclidean LCD code (resp. Hermitian LCD code) over Fpt + vFpt if and only
if gcrd(gi(x), h
∗
i (x)) = 1 (resp. gcrd(gi(x),Θ(h
∗
i )(x)) = 1 ) for i = 1, 2. Where
gi(x) and h
∗
i (x) in Fq[x, θ] and gi(x) is a generated polynomial such a condition
above for λ ∈ {1,−1, 1− 2v}.
Proof. From Lemma 3 and Lemma 2.
Example 2. For F9 = F3(w) where w
2 = w + 1 and θ the Frobenius automor-
phism θ : a 7→ a3.
x10 − 1 = (x4 + wx2 + 1)(x6 + w5x4 + wx2 + 2)
= (x4 + w3x2 + 1)(x6 + w7x4 + w3x2 + 2)
= (x4 + 2x2 + wx + w2)(x6 + x4 + w5x3 + w5x2 + wx+ w2)
= (x4 + 2x2 + w5x+ w6)(x6 + x4 + wx3 + w7x2 + w5x+ w6)
The skew cyclic code generated by :
(1− v)(x4 + wx2 + 1) + v(x6 + w7x4 + w3x2 + 2)
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is an Euclidean LCD code.
The skew cyclic code generated by :
(1− v)(x4 + 2x2 + wx + w2) + v(x4 + 2x2 + w5x+ w6)
is an Hermitian LCD code.
Example 3. For F9 = F3(w) where w
2 = w + 1 and θ the Frobenius automor-
phism θ : a 7→ a3.
x10 + 1 = (x4 + w5x2 + 1)(x6 + wx4 + wx2 + 1)
= (x4 + w7x2 + 1)(x6 + w3x4 + w3x2 + 1)
= (x4 + x2 + 2x+ w6)(x6 + 2x4 + x3 + w7x2 + x+ w2)
= (x4 + x2 + w6x+ w2)(x6 + 2x4 + w2x3 + w5x2 + w2x+ w6)
The skew negacyclic code generated by :
(1− v)(x6 + wx4 + wx2 + 1) + v(x6 + w3x4 + w3x2 + 1)
is an Euclidean LCD code.
The skew negacyclic code generated by :
(1− v)(x6+2x4+w2x3+w5x2+w2x+w6)+ v(x6+2x4+x3+w7x2+x+w2)
is an Hermitian LCD code.
5 The number of skew LCD Codes over Fp2+vFp2
Before we prove our main results in this section, we recall some results from [9].
DF (x2) := {f ∈ Fp[x
2] | f monic and dividesF (x2) inFp[x
2]}
Fir := {f = f(x
2) ∈ Fp[x
2] | f = f ♮ irreducible in Fp[x
2], degx2 f > 1}
Fred := {f = f(x
2) ∈ Fp[x
2] | f = firf
♮
ir, fir 6= f
♮
ir irreducible in Fp[x
2]}.
Lemma 4. [9, Proposition 7] Consider θ : a 7→ ap the Frobenius automorphism
over Fp2 and n = 2k = 2p
st where s is an integer and t is an integer not divisible
by p.
1. The number of Euclidean LCD θ-cyclic codes of length 2k and dimension k
whose skew generator polynomial is not divisible by any central polynomial
is
N1×
∏
f∈Fir∩Dxn−1d=deg(f)
(pd−pd/2)pd(p
s
−1)×
∏
f∈Fred∩Dxn−1d=deg(f)
(1+pd/2)p(2p
s
−1)d/2
where N1 =


22
s
if p=2
(pp
s
−1)2(p2 − 1) if k is even and p is odd
pp
s
−1(p− (−1)(p+1)/2) if k is odd and p is odd
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2. The number of Hermitian LCD θ-cyclic codes of length 2k and dimension k
whose skew generator polynomial is not divisible by any central polynomial
is
N2×
∏
f∈Fir∩Dxn−1d=deg(f)
(pd−pd/2)pd(p
s
−1)×
∏
f∈Fred∩Dxn−1d=deg(f)
(1+pd/2)p(2p
s
−1)d/2
where N2 =


0 if p=2
0 if k is even and p is odd
pp
s
−1(p+ 1) if k is odd and p is odd
3. The number of Euclidean LCD θ-negacyclic codes of length 2k and di-
mension k whose skew generator polynomial is not divisible by any central
polynomial is
N3×
∏
f∈Fir∩Dxn+1d=deg(f)
(pd−pd/2)pd(p
s
−1)×
∏
f∈Fred∩Dxn+1d=deg(f)
(1+pd/2)p(2p
s
−1)d/2
where N3 =
{
1 if k is even
pp
s
−1(p− (−1)(p−1)/2) if k is odd
4. The number of Hermitian LCD θ-negacyclic codes of length 2k and di-
mension k whose skew generator polynomial is not divisible by any central
polynomial is
N4×
∏
f∈Fir∩Dxn+1d=deg(f)
(pd−pd/2)pd(p
s
−1)×
∏
f∈Fred∩Dxn+1d=deg(f)
(1+pd/2)p(2p
s
−1)d/2
where N4 =
{
1 if k is even
0 if k is odd.
In the following, we give the number of skew LCD codes over Fp2 + vFp2 .
Proposition 3. Consider n = 2k = 2pst where s is an integer and t is an
integer not divisible by p and C = vC1 ⊕ (1 − v)C2 where Ci skew constacyclic
code such that the generator polynomial of Ci is not divisible by any central
polynomial.
The number of skew LCD λ-constacyclic codes of length 2k over Fp2 + vFp2
satisfy above condition is
1. Euclidean LCD:
(a) If λ = 1, then the number is
N21×
∏
f∈Fir∩Dxn−1d=deg(f)
(pd−pd/2)2p2d(p
s
−1)×
∏
f∈Fred∩Dxn−1d=deg(f)
(1+pd/2)2p(2p
s
−1)d
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(b) If λ = −1, then the number is
N23×
∏
f∈Fir∩Dxn+1d=deg(f)
(pd−pd/2)2p2d(p
s
−1)×
∏
f∈Fred∩Dxn+1d=deg(f)
(1+pd/2)2p(2p
s
−1)d
(c) If λ = 1− 2v, then the number is
N1N3×
∏
f∈Fir∩Dxn−1d=deg(f)
(pd−pd/2)pd(p
s
−1)×
∏
f∈Fred∩Dxn−1d=deg(f)
(1+pd/2)p(2p
s
−1)d/2
×
∏
f∈Fir∩Dxn+1d=deg(f)
(pd−pd/2)pd(p
s
−1)×
∏
f∈Fred∩Dxn+1d=deg(f)
(1+pd/2)p(2p
s
−1)d/2
2. Hermitian LCD:
(a) If λ = 1, then the number is
N22×
∏
f∈Fir∩Dxn−1d=deg(f)
(pd−pd/2)2p2d(p
s
−1)×
∏
f∈Fred∩Dxn−1d=deg(f)
(1+pd/2)2p(2p
s
−1)d
(b) If λ = −1, then the number is
N4×
∏
f∈Fir∩Dxn+1d=deg(f)
(pd−pd/2)2p2d(p
s
−1)×
∏
f∈Fred∩Dxn+1d=deg(f)
(1+pd/2)2p(2p
s
−1)d
(c) If λ = 1− 2v, then the number is
N4N2×
∏
f∈Fir∩Dxn+1d=deg(f)
(pd−pd/2)pd(p
s
−1)×
∏
f∈Fred∩Dxn+1d=deg(f)
(1+pd/2)p(2p
s
−1)d/2
×
∏
f∈Fir∩Dxn−1d=deg(f)
(pd−pd/2)pd(p
s
−1)×
∏
f∈Fred∩Dxn−1d=deg(f)
(1+pd/2)p(2p
s
−1)d/2
Proof. from Lemma 4.
6 Optimal codes from Gray images of LCD skew
codes over Fpt + vFpt
In the rest of this paper, we will focus on skew cyclic codes over Fpt + vFpt ,
best-known codes can be obtained under the Gray images of skew cyclic codes
over Fpt + vFpt .
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In [11], the Gray map is defined as follows
Φ : Fpt + vFpt −→ F
2
pt
, a+ bv 7−→ (a, a+ b)
This map is naturally extended to (Fpt + vFpt)
n, the Gray map Φ is a
weight preserving map from (Rn; Lee weight) to (F2npt ; Hamming weight) it
is an isometry from Rn to F2npt . The Gray image of skew cyclic codes C =
vC1 ⊕ (1− v)C2 over Fpt + vFpt are skew 2-quasi-cyclic codes with parameters
[2n, k1+k2,min(d(C1), d(C2))] over Fpt (see [11, Corollary 2] and [11, Corollary
5]), let C⊥ be the dual code of C then Φ(C⊥) = Φ(C)⊥(see [11, Lemma 1]).
Lemma 5. If C = vC1⊕(1−v)C2 and let G1 and G2 be the generator matrices
of C1 and C2, respectively. Then
GΦ(C) =
[
G2 0
0 G1
]
is the generator matrix of Φ(C).
Theorem 3. If C = vC1 ⊕ (1 − v)C2 is skew cyclic LCD code then Φ(C) is
skew 2-quasi-cyclic LCD code.
Proof. the Gray images of LCD code is LCD code
GΦ(C).G
T
Φ(C) =
(
G2 0
0 G1
)
.
(
GT2 0
0 GT1
)
GΦ(C).G
T
Φ(C) =
(
G2.G
T
2 0
0 G1.G
T
1
)
we haveG2.G
T
2 nonsingular andG1.G
T
1 nonsingular then the matriceGΦ(C).G
T
Φ(C)
is is a nonsingular.
From known table of linear codes with best known parameters over small
finite fields [10] and from Gray images of LCD skew code over Fpt + vFpt we
construct LCD codes over Fpt with best possible parameters.
In the following, we give example after that we summarize the results of our
search that yielded good codes in the following table.
Example 4. For F4 = F2(w) where w
2 = w + 1 and θ the Frobenius automor-
phism θ : a 7→ a2.
We have
x+ w2 |r x
18 − 1
and
x2 + w2x+ 1 |r x
18 − 1
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Table 3: Optimal code from Gray images of LCD skew code over F4 + vF4.
Φ(C) g1 g2
[12, 10, 2] x+ w2 x+ w
[20, 18, 2] x+ w2 x+ w2
[28, 25, 2] x+ w x2 + 1
[28, 26, 2] x+ w x+ w
[36, 33, 2] x+ w x2 + w ∗ x+ 1
[36, 34, 2] x+ w2 x+ w
then the skew cyclic code generated by :
Φ((1 − v)(x + w2) + v(x2 + w2 ∗ x+ 1))
is optimal Euclidean LCD skew 2-quasi-cyclic code with parameter [36, 33, 2].
7 Conclusion
In this paper we provide a construction and an enumeration of Euclidean and
Hermitian LCD skew cyclic codes over Fpt + vFpt . LCD codes over finite field
with good parameters are obtained as Gray images of skew LCD codes over the
ring Fpt + vFpt , equivalency between skew constacyclic codes are derived under
some conditions.
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